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ABSTRACT
In real world domains, from healthcare to power to finance,
we deploy computer systems intended to streamline and im-
prove the activities of human agents in the corresponding
non-cyber worlds. However, talking to actual users (instead
of just computer security experts) reveals endemic circum-
vention of the computer-embedded rules. Good-intentioned
users, trying to get their jobs done, systematically work
around security and other controls embedded in their IT
systems.

This poster reports on our work compiling a large corpus
of such incidents and developing a model based on semi-
otic triads to examine security circumvention. This model
suggests that mismorphisms—mappings that fail to preserve
structure—lie at the heart of circumvention scenarios; dif-
ferential perceptions and needs explain users’ actions. We
support this claim with empirical data from the corpus.

Introduction.
Users systematically work around security controls. We

can pretend this doesn’t happen, but it does. In our re-
search, we address this problem via observation and grounded
theory [1, 2, 4]. Rather than assuming that users behave
perfectly or that only bad users do bad things, we instead
observe and record what really goes on compared to the var-
ious expectations. Then, after reviewing data, we develop
structure and models, and bring in additional data to sup-
port, reject, and refine these models.

Over the last several years, via interviews, observations,
surveys, and literature searches, we have explored the often
tenuous relationship among computer rules, users’ needs,
and designers’ goals of computer systems. We have collected
and analyzed a corpus of hundreds of circumvention and
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unusability scenarios.
Semiotic triads, proposed almost a century ago (e.g., [3]),

offer models to help understand why human agents so of-
ten circumvent computer-embedded rules. We suggest that
these triads provide a framework to illuminate, organize, and
analyze circumvention problems.

In our poster, we present these ideas and support them
with examples from our corpus. Our longer technical re-
port provides a far more exhaustive presentation of exam-
ples (including many from interviews with parties who wish
to remain anonymous). As we are working on developing a
typology rather than supporting a hypothesis, many of the
usual factors in confirmation bias to do not apply.

The Semiotic Triad.
In a previous paper [5], we organized an earlier corpus

of usability problems in health IT according to mismatches
between the expressiveness of the representation “language”
and the details of reality– between how a clinician’s mental
model works with the representations and reality.

Somewhat to our chagrin, we discovered we were scooped
by almost a century. In their seminal 1920s work on the
meaning of language, Ogden and Richards [3] constructed
what is sometimes called the semiotic triad. The vertices
are the three principal objects:

• What the speaker (or listener/reader) thinks
• The symbol they use
• The actual item to which they are referring

Much of Ogden and Richards’ analysis stems from the
observation that there is not a direct connection from symbol
to referent. Rather, when speaking or writing, the referent
maps into the mental model of the speaker and then into the
symbol; when reading (or listening), the symbol maps into
the reader’s (listener’s) mental model, which then projects
to a referent, but not necessarily the same one. For example,
Alice may think of “Mexico” when she writes “this country,”
but when Bob reads those works, he thinks of “Canada”—
and (besides not being Mexico) his imagined Canada may
differ substantially from the real one.

As we now consider a new corpus of scenarios in security
circumvention and other authentication misadventures, we
realize that this framework will also apply. We have a set of
IT systems. Each system serves a set of users, and mediates
access between these users and a cross-product of actions
and resources. Each system has an IT administrator who
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Figure 1: The basic Ogden-Richards triad, moved
into 21st-century IT; the arrows indicate the main
direction of mappings.
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Figure 2: Standard semiotics considers structure-
preserving mappings between the nodes of the triad
(left); in circumvention semiotics, we think about
mappings that fail to preserve structure (right).

worries about the security configuration—as well as users
who worry about trying to use the resulting system for their
actual work. For different systems, the user sets are not
necessarily disjoint.

The interaction between the reality, the IT representation,
and the mental models correspond to the vertices in Ogden
and Richards’ triad:

• Thought: the mental model a party has about the actions
users can and cannot (or should and should not) do with
resources.

• Symbol (i.e. configuration): the representation of security
policy within the IT system itself; the built-in function-
ality of the IT system, intended to express the correct
workflow. (Here, we mean policy as the actual machine-
actionable expression of admin intention, not a published
instructional document.)

• Referent (i.e. reality): the actions users can and cannot do
with the resources, in reality; the de facto allowed work-
flow.

Figure 1 sketches this basic triad. In this framework,
the primary mappings are counterclockwise: Thanks to the
connection of IT and reality, we now have a direct symbol-
referent connection, improving on (or at least complicating)
the merely linguistic world Ogden and Richards explored.
Note however, that ordinary users also participate in this
triad, and that mappings in the other direction can also be
interesting: e.g., investment bankers trying to infer which of
their entitlements are actually necessary in their daily job
(symbol → thought, then thought → referent).

Mismorphism.
The semiotics of language and the effective communica-

tion of meaning focus on morphisms—“structure-preserving
mappings”—between nodes of the triad. However, with IT
usability problems we are concerned instead with ineffective
communication—and hence focus on what we call mismor-
phisms: mappings that fail to preserve important structure
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Figure 3: In what we call the uncanny descent, the
mental model shows that dialing up security im-
proves security; but when this change is mapped
through the IT configuration into reality, security
actually decreases.

when we go from z in one node of the triad to its corre-
sponding z′ in another (Figure 2).

Often, in questions of security design, implementation,
and use, we implicitly have some function numerical S tak-
ing a tunable parameter (e.g., password length) to the level
security achieved. The intention of the human is to tune the
parameter x so as to maximize S(x). However, if the map-
pings across the triad nodes fail to preserve crucial properties
of this x vs S(x) curve, unfortunate things can happen.

Catalog.
In the full paper, we explore this idea by identifying spe-

cific categories of mismorphism—including loss of mono-
tonicity (e.g. Figure 3), loss of continuity, and loss of domain
and range properties—and supporting them with items from
our corpus.

Next Steps.
Mismorphisms lie at the heart of circumvention, because

they characterize the scenarios that frustrate users—and of-
ten the resulting circumvention itself. In future work, we
plan to distill this model into design principles for better
security engineering, so that users can get their jobs done
without working around the rules.
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